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Abstract- Cloud computing provides massive computation power 

and storage capacity which enable users to deploy computation 

and data-intensive applications without infrastructure investment. 

Along the processing of such applications, a large volume of 

intermediate data sets will be generated, and often stored to save 

the cost of re computing them. However, preserving the privacy 

of intermediate data sets becomes a challenging problem because 

adversaries may recover privacy-sensitive information by 

analyzing multiple intermediate data sets. Encrypting ALL data 

sets in cloud is widely adopted in existing approaches to address 

this challenge. But we argue that encrypting all intermediate data 

sets are neither efficient nor cost-effective because it is very time 

consuming and costly for data-intensive applications to 

en/decrypt data sets frequently while performing any operation 

on them. In this paper, we propose a novel upper bound privacy 

leakage constraint-based approach to identify which intermediate 

data sets need to be encrypted and which do not, so that privacy-

preserving cost can be saved while the privacy requirements of 

data holders can still be satisfied. Evaluation results demonstrate 

that the privacy-preserving cost of intermediate data sets can be 

significantly reduced with our approach over existing ones where 

all data sets are encrypted. 

 

Index Terms- Cloud computing, data storage privacy, privacy 

preserving, intermediate data set, privacy upper bound 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

echnically, cloud computing is regarded as an inge-nious 

combination of a series of technologies, establish-ing a novel 

business model by offering IT services and using  economies  of  

scale  [1],  [2].  Participants in  the business chain of cloud 

computing can benefit from this novel  model.  Cloud customers 

can save  huge  capital investment of IT infrastructure, and 

concentrate on their own  core  business  [3]. Therefore, many 

companies or organizations  have  been  migrating  or  building  

their business into cloud. However, numerous potential custo-

mers are still hesitant to take advantage of cloud due to security 

and privacy concerns [4], [5]. The privacy concerns caused by 

retaining intermediate data sets in cloud are important but they 

are paid little attention. Storage and computation services in 

cloud are equivalent from an economical perspective because 

they are charged in proportion to their usage [1].  

      Thus, cloud users can store valuable intermediate data sets 

selectively when processing original data sets in data-intensive 

applications like medical diagnosis, in order to curtail the overall 

expenses by avoiding frequent re-computation to obtain these 

data sets [6], [7]. Such scenarios are quite common because data 

users often reanalyze results, conduct new analysis on 

intermediate data sets, or share some intermediate results with 

others for collabora-tion. Without loss of generality, the notion of 

intermediate data set herein refers to intermediate and resultant 

data sets [6]. However, the storage of intermediate data enlarges 

attack surfaces so that privacy requirements of data holders are at 

risk of being violated. Usually, intermediate data sets in cloud are 

accessed and processed by multiple parties, but rarely controlled 

by original data set holders. This enables an adversary to collect 

intermediate data sets together and menace privacy-sensitive 

information from them, bringing considerable economic loss or 

severe social reputation impairment to data owners. But, little 

attention has been paid to such a cloud-specific privacy issue. 

Existing technical approaches for preserving the privacy of data 

sets stored in cloud mainly include encryption and 

anonymization. On one hand, encrypting all data sets, a 

straightforward and effective approach, is widely adopted in 

current research [8], [9], [10]. However, processing on encrypted 

data sets efficiently is quite a challenging task, because most 

existing applications only run on unencrypted data sets. Although 

recent progress has been made in homomorphic encryption 

which theoretically allows per-forming computation on 

encrypted data sets, applying current algorithms are rather 

expensive due to their inefficiency [11]. On the other hand, 

partial information of data sets, e.g., aggregate information, is 

required to expose to data users in most cloud applications like 

data mining and analytics. In such cases, data sets are 

anonymized rather than encrypted to ensure both data utility and 

privacy preserving. Current privacy-preserving techniques like 

generalization [12] can withstand most privacy attacks on one 

single data set, while preserving privacy for multiple data sets is 

still a challenging problem [13]. Thus, for preserving privacy of 

multiple data sets, it is promising to anonymize all data sets first 

and then encrypt them before storing or sharing them in cloud. 

Usually, the volume of intermediate data sets is huge [6]. Hence, 

we argue that encrypting all intermediate data sets will lead to 

high overhead and low efficiency when they are frequently 

accessed or processed. As such, we propose to encrypt part of 

intermediate data sets rather than all for reducing privacy-

preserving cost. 

      In this paper, we propose a novel approach to identify which 

intermediate data sets need to be encrypted while others do not, 

in order to satisfy privacy requirements given by data holders. A 

tree structure is modeled from generation relationships of 

intermediate data sets to analyze privacy propagation of data sets. 
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As quantifying joint privacy leakage of multiple data sets 

efficiently is challen-ging, we exploit an upper bound constraint 

to confine privacy disclosure. Based on such a constraint, we 

model the problem of saving privacy-preserving cost as a con-

strained optimization problem. This problem is then divided into 

a series of subproblems by decomposing privacy leakage 

constraints. Finally, we design a practical heuristic algorithm 

accordingly to identify the data sets that need to be encrypted. 

Experimental results on real-world and extensive data sets 

demonstrate that privacy-preser-ving cost of intermediate data 

sets can be significantly reduced with our approach over existing 

ones where all data sets are encrypted. 

      The major contributions of our research are threefold. First, 

we formally demonstrate the possibility of ensuring privacy 

leakage requirements without encrypting all intermediate data 

sets when encryption is incorporated with anonymization to 

preserve privacy. Second, we design a practical heuristic 

algorithm to identify which data sets need to be encrypted for 

preserving privacy while the rest of them do not. Third, 

experiment results demonstrate that our approach can 

significantly reduce privacy-preserving cost over existing 

approaches, which is quite beneficial for the cloud users who 

utilize cloud services in a pay-as-you-go fashion. 

      This paper is a significantly improved version of [14]. Based 

on [14], we mathematically prove that our approach can ensure 

privacy-preserving requirements. Further, the heuristic algorithm 

is redesigned by considering more factors. We extend 

experiments over real data sets. Our approach is also extended to 

a graph structure. 

      The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The 

related work is reviewed in the next section. A motivating 

example and problem analysis are given in Section 3. In Section 

4, we present the fundamental privacy representa-tion of data sets 

and derive privacy leakage upper bound constraints. Section 5 

formulates our approach. In Section 6, we evaluate the proposed 

approach by conducting experi-ments on both real-world data 

sets and extensive data sets. Finally, we conclude this paper and 

discuss our future work in Section 7. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

      We briefly review the research on privacy protection in 

cloud, intermediate data set privacy preserving and Privacy-

Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP). 

      Currently, encryption is exploited by most existing research 

to ensure the data privacy in cloud [8], [9], [10]. Although 

encryption works well for data privacy in these approaches, it is 

necessary to encrypt and decrypt data sets frequently in many 

applications. Encryption is usually integrated with other methods 

to achieve cost reduction, high data usability and privacy 

protection. Roy et al. [15] investigated the data privacy problem 

caused by MapRe-duce and presented a system named Airavat 

which incorporates mandatory access control with differential 

privacy. Puttaswamy et al. [16] described a set of tools called 

Silverline that identifies all functionally encryptable data and 

then encrypts them to protect privacy. Zhang et al. [17] proposed 

a system named Sedic which partitions MapReduce computing 

jobs in terms of the security labels of data they work on and then 

assigns the computation without sensitive data to a public cloud. 

The sensitivity of data is required to be labeled in advance to 

make the above approaches available. Ciriani et al. [18] proposed 

an approach that combines encryption and data fragmentation to 

achieve privacy protection for distributed data storage with 

encrypting only part of data sets. We follow this line, but 

integrate data anonymization and encryption together to fulfill 

cost-effective privacy preserving. 

 

 

 
      The importance of retaining intermediate data sets in cloud 

has been widely recognized [6], [7], but the research on privacy 

issues incurred by such data sets just com-mences. Davidson et 

al. [19], [20], [21] studied the privacy issues in workflow 

provenance, and proposed to achieve module privacy preserving 

and high utility of provenance information via carefully hiding a 

subset of intermediate data. This general idea is similar to ours, 

yet our research mainly focuses on data privacy preserving from 

an economical cost perspective while theirs concentrates majorly 

on functionality privacy of workflow modules rather than data 

privacy. Our research also differs from theirs in several aspects 

such as data hiding techniques, privacy quantification and cost 

models. But, our approach can be complementarily used for 

selection of hidden data items in their research if economical cost 

is considered. 

      The PPDP research community has investigated exten-sively 

on privacy-preserving issues and made fruitful progress with a 

variety of privacy models and preserving methods [13]. Privacy 

principles such as k-anonymity [22] and l-diversity [23] are put 

forth to model and quantify privacy, yet most of them are only 

applied to one single data set. Privacy principles for multiple data 

sets are also proposed, but they aim at specific scenarios such as 

continuous data publishing or sequential data releasing [13]. The 

research in [22], [21] exploits information theory to quantify the 

privacy via utilizing the maximum entropy principle [22]. The 

privacy quantification herein is based on the work in [22], [21]. 

Many anonymization techniques like generalization [12] have 

been proposed to preserve privacy, but these methods alone fail 

to solve th Problem of preserving privacy for multiple data .Our  
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Fig. 1. A scenario showing privacy threats due to 

intermediate data sets.consider the economical aspect of 

privacy preserving, adhering to the pay-as-you-go feature of 

cloud computing. 

 

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND PROBLEM 

ANALYSIS 

       Section 3.1 shows a motivating example to drive our 

research. The problem of reducing the privacy-preserving cost 

incurred by the storage of intermediate data sets is analyzed in 

Section 3.2. 

 

3.1 Motivating Example  

       A motivating scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1 where an online 

health service provider, e.g., Microsoft HealthVault [27], has 

moved data storage into cloud for economical benefits. Original 

data sets are encrypted for confidentiality. Data users like 

governments or research centres access or process part of 

original data sets after anonymization. Intermediate data sets 

generated during data access or process are retained for data 

reuse and cost saving. Two independently generated intermediate 

data sets (Fig. 1a) and (Fig. 1b) in Fig. 1 are anonymized to 

satisfy 2-diversity, i.e., at least two individuals own the same 

quasi-identifier and each quasi-identifier corresponds to at least 

two sensitive values [20]. Knowing that a lady aged 25 living in 

21,400 (corresponding quasi-identifier is h214_; female; youngi) 

is in both data sets, an adversary can infer that this individual 

suffers from HIV with high confidence if Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b are 

collected together. Hiding Fig. 1a or Fig. 1b by encryption is a 

promising way to prevent such a privacy breach. Assume Fig. 1a 

and Fig. 1b are of the same size, the frequency of accessing Fig. 

1a is 10 and that of Fig. 1b is 100. We hide Fig. 1a to preserve 

privacy because this can incur less expense than hiding Fig. 1b. 

 

3.2 Problem Analysis  

3.2.1  Sensitive Intermediate Data Set Management 

       Similar to [6], data provenance is employed to manage 

intermediate data sets in our research. Provenance is commonly 

defined as the origin, source or history of derivation of some 

objects and data, which can be reckoned as the information upon 

how data were generated [28]. Reproducibility of data 

provenance can help to regenerate a data set from its nearest 

existing predecessor data sets rather than from scratch [6], [20]. 

We assume herein that the information recorded in data 

provenance is leveraged to build up the generation relationships 

of data sets [6]. 

       We define several basic notations below. Let do be a privacy-

sensitive original data set. We use D ¼ fd1; d2; . . . ; dng to denote 

a group of intermediate data sets generated from do where n is the 

number of intermediate data sets. Note that the notion of 

intermediate data herein refers to both intermediate and resultant 

data [6]. Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is exploited to capture 

the topological structure of generation relationships among these 

data sets. 

       Definition 1 (Sensitive intermediate data set graph). A DAG 

representing the generation relationships of intermediate data sets 

D from do is defined as a Sensitive Intermediate data set Graph, 

denoted as SIG. Formally, SIG ¼ hV ; Ei, where V ¼ fdog [ D, E 

is a set of directed edges. A directed edge hdp; dci in E means that 

part or all of dc is generated from dp, where dp; dc 2 fdog [ D. 

       In particular, an SIG becomes a tree structure if each data set 

in D is generated from only one parent data set. Then, we have 

the following definition for this situation. 

 

Definition 2  (Sensitive intermediate data set tree (SIT)). 

       An SIG is defined as a Sensitive Intermediate data set Tree if 

it is a tree structure. The root of the tree is do. 

       An SIG or SIT not only represents the generation 

relationships of an original data set and its intermediate data sets, 

but also captures the propagation of privacy-sensitive 

information among such data sets. Generally, the privacy-

sensitive information in do is scattered into its offspring data sets. 

Hence, an SIG or SIT can be employed to analyze privacy 

disclosure of multiple data sets. In this paper, we first present our 

approach on an SIT, and then extend it to an SIG with minor 

modifications in Section 5. 

 

3.2.2 Privacy-Preserving Cost Problem 

       Privacy-preserving cost of intermediate data sets stems from 

frequent en/decryption with charged cloud services. Cloud 

service venders have set up various pricing models to support the 

pay-as-you-go model, e.g., Amazon Web Services pricing model 

[21]. Practically, en/decryption needs computation power, data 

storage, and other cloud services. To avoid pricing details and 

focus on the discussion of our core ideas, we combine the prices 

of various services required by en/decryption into one. This 

combined price is denoted as PR. PR indicates the overhead of 

en/decryption on per GB data per execution. 
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Algorithm 1. Privacy-Preserving Cost Reducing Heuristic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

       In this paper, we have proposed an approach that identifies 

which part of intermediate data sets needs to be encrypted while 

the rest does not, in order to save the privacy-preserving cost. A 

tree structure has been modeled from the generation relationships 

of intermediate data sets to analyze privacy propagation among 

data sets. We have modeled the problem of saving privacy-

preserving cost as a constrained optimization problem which is 

addressed by decomposing the privacy leakage constraints. A 

practical heuristic algorithm has been designed accordingly. 

Evaluation results on real-world data sets and larger extensive 

data sets have demonstrated the cost of preserving privacy in 

cloud can be reduced significantly with our approach over 

existing ones where all data sets are encrypted. 

       In accordance with various data and computation intensive 

applications on cloud, intermediate data set management is 

becoming an important research area. Privacy preserving for 

intermediate data sets is one of important yet challenging 

research issues, and needs intensive investigation. With the 

contributions of this paper, we are planning to further investigate 

privacy-aware efficient scheduling of intermediate data sets in 

cloud by taking privacy preserving as a metric together with 

other metrics such as storage and computation. Optimized 

balanced scheduling strategies are expected to be developed 

toward overall highly efficient privacy aware data set scheduling. 
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